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I was really looking forward to the Pine Ridge Heights hash as I
hadn't been on a hash for a while due to the ridiculously busy
wedding season this year(I hope these ppl know what they really
doing yes!)
Anyway, my enthusiasm however was almost cut short as we
thought we wouldn't make the hash due to the insane traffic that
day! We got to the hash site just in time to see the last set off
runners disappear down a small side street just even though we were
not present for the I am almost positive that the usual promises of
no water or mud would have been made by the hares !!

I quickly deposited our car keys and made my way to the back of
the pack as we made our way through a small residential area which
quickly progressed into thick bush with plenty muddy downhills where
a
lot of laughter could have been heard as the muddy undulating
terrain claimed the dignity of the many who fell and
were left with muddy rear ends!! ON ON through the
mud and over the dodgy log( dodgy because Mr. Charran
thought it was a see saw) and through the river where
everyone finally got a chance to wash off and wee wee!
ON ON out of the river and onto the road, over the
bridge crossing over the river and back into the bush on
our way back to the hash site! The last leg of the hash
was set on the road with an amazing view ! With this
view also came the highlight of the hash!!
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The highlight of the run had to be on a downhill on the road right before the "on in" when a youth at
the side of the road was taunting one of the
younger female hashers by the name of Ms.
Alexandra Pantin by saying" I want that one deh"(
pointing to the aforementioned young lady !) Me
being the gentleman that I am interjected at this
point and informed the young man "$5 a pound
for that one" the young man screwed up his face,
and in disbelief asked "$5 a pound for salt
fish??" At that moment I thought to myself "
this young man must be mad!! $5 per pound of
saltfish is a real bargain! Everyone knows that
the market price for saltfish is $18-$20 per
pound!" In retrospect I assume his disbelief was
due to the fact that I was horribly undercharging myself! Hahahahaha

A great time was had by all, with a little bit of something for everyone- uphill, downhill, mud, road,
rivers, a nice view and a lot of good laughs!! Well done hares in setting a great hash! And thanks to the
hashing community!!!always looking forward to the next run! Keep on hashing!! Proud to be a hasher!! ON
ON
Virgins: Jabari, Kyle, Larry, Javid, Jamie, Ato, Marvin, Allison, Sam, Alexander, Rosie, Jess,
Kadela, Andy, Zishan, Derrick
New shoes: Lisa Fermin and Leston
Poofter: Ashe – technology on the hash trail
Birthdays : Audrey, Eric, Mawer
Visitors: Sylvika(Grenada) and Stephen(Barbados)
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